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Introduction: Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are frequently diagnosed using fine needle 

aspiration. Ki-67 index is an essential element in the grading these NETs. However, there are no 

standardized guidelines for cytopathologists to quantify Ki-67 positivity in cytology material. 

Different counting methods include ‘eye-ball’ estimation with a light microscope and manual 

counting using camera-captured/printed images. Recently, augmented reality (AR) microscopes 

have become available that enable real-time image analysis with glass slides. Our aim was to 

compare different scoring methods for calculating the Ki-67 proliferation index in cell block 

material including the use of an AR microscope. 

Materials and Methods: Ki-67 immunostained slides () from 50 NET cases were retrieved (39 

pancreas tumors, 11 metastases to liver) of varying grades. The three methods used to calculate 

Ki-67 index were (1) ‘eye-ball’ estimation by pathologist using a light microscope, (2) manual 

counting using camera-captured/printed images and (3) AR microscope (Augmentiqs) with 

image analysis superimposed on a glass slide (see Figure). Up to three hot spot field of views 

(FOVs) were counted on each cell block at 20x magnification. For each method Ki-67 score and 

time spent quantifying were recorded. 

 

Results: The findings comparing different methods are shown in Table 1. While the overall Ki-

67 index varied only slightly with the different counting methods, there were marked differences 

when scoring individual FOVs. A few grade I tumors were upgraded to grade II when using 

technology to quantify Ki-67. Relative to the simple eye-ball method, the AR microscope 

method was quicker than employing camera-captured/printed images for scoring. 



Scoring method Eye-ball Printed image AR microscope 

Ki-67 average score (%)  18% (<1-95) 16.8% (0.1-93.4) 13.5% (0.1-98.7) 

WHO Grade I cases 26 (52%) 23 (46%) 25 (50%) 

WHO Grade II cases 13 (26%) 16 (32%) 15 (30%) 

WHO Grade III & higher cases 11 (22%) 11 (22%) 10 (20%) 

Time spent (minutes) Estimated 1-2 27 (2.3-50) 5.7 (0.5-25) 

Conclusions: The Ki-67 index for NETs in cell block material can vary depending on the 

method using to score positively stained tumor cells. This difference can affect the grade of these 

NETs, especially for tumors with lower proliferation indices. Manual counting using camera-

captured/printed images was the most laborious and time-consuming method. By superimposing 

image analysis on glass slides in real-time, the AR microscope method simplifies and speeds up 

this task for pathologists. 


